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Pediatric neuro MRI: tricks to minimize sedation

Matthew J. Barkovich1, Duan Xu1,2, Rahul S. Desikan1, Cassandra Williams2, and A. James 
Barkovich1,2

1Department of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging, University of California, San Francisco, 505 
Parnassus Ave., Room L352, San Francisco, CA 94143-0628, USA

2Department of Radiology UCSF-Benioff Children’s Hospital San Francisco, CA, USA

Abstract

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the workhorse modality in pediatric neuroimaging because 

it provides excellent soft-tissue contrast without ionizing radiation. Until recently, studies were 

uninterpretable without sedation; however, given development of shorter sequences, sequences that 

correct for motion, and studies showing the potentially deleterious effects of sedation on immature 

laboratory animals, it is prudent to minimize sedation when possible. This manuscript provides 

basic guidelines for performing pediatric neuro MRI without sedation by both modifying technical 

factors to reduce scan time and noise, and using a multi-disciplinary team to coordinate imaging 

with the patient’s biorhythms.
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Introduction

Early in the history of pediatric MRI, children were routinely sedated for scans, using a 

variety of oral (e.g., chloral hydrate) and intravenous (e.g., pentobarbital) agents. Sedation 

had no known contraindications, sequences were long, and studies were often 

uninterpretable without sedation as a result of severe motion degradation. However, given 

the development of shorter sequences and the publication of animal studies showing 

potentially deleterious effects of sedation and anesthesia on central nervous system 

development in immature laboratory animals [1–5], it is prudent to minimize sedation, when 

possible, while performing pediatric MRI.

The easiest and simplest method to reduce the need for sedation during the imaging of 

pediatric patients is reducing scan time. The key to this time reduction is to tailor the 

examination to the clinical question, eliminate sequences that provide minimal information, 

and obtain the necessary sequences as early and quickly as possible without compromising 
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diagnostic quality. Other strategies for minimizing sedation vary depending on the age of the 

child, who can be placed in one of four categories: neonate (first several weeks of age), 

infant (week to 1 year of age), young child (1–6 years) or older child (older than 6 years). It 

should be noted that when patients are sick or unstable, it is best to perform imaging in a 

hospital under supervision of a clinician or anesthesiologist with experience in MRI 

sedation.

Clarify clinical question

Determining the clinical indication for the MRI request can be challenging depending on the 

institution and accessibility of the ordering pediatrician. Many ordering pediatricians are 

unaware that the MRI protocol varies with the clinical history and physical/laboratory 

findings. The protocol for a “head MRI” ordered to evaluate a firm lump on the head differs 

from that for a soft bluish head mass, while an MRI ordered after a seizure is even further 

distinct. A conversation with the referring physician and the child’s parents can provide 

additional information that was not included on the requisition. This information can reduce 

both the number of sequences acquired and scan time. The ideal protocol for the unsedated 

child provides the minimum amount of information necessary to answer the clinical 

question.

Preventing motion degradation

Patient age and the subtlety of anticipated findings determine the best imaging sequences for 

reducing patient motion during an MRI exam while simultaneously minimizing the use of 

anesthesia and sedation. Limited fast MRI with single shot-fast spin echo or half-Fourier 

acquisition single-shot turbo spin-echo (SSFSE or HASTE; Table 1) is often adequate to 

evaluate ventricular size in children with known hydrocephalus [6], although ultrasound can 

be used for the first several months [7]. When evaluating for readily apparent abnormalities 

such as a large infarct or hemorrhage, sequences that correct for motion but offer relatively 

low spatial resolution can be used. Evaluation for subtle pathology such as small infarcts, 

hemorrhages or subtle demyelination might require more numerous and time-intensive 

sequences, which are usually more susceptible to motion degradation (diffusion-weighted 

imaging, fast spin echo T2, magnetic resonance angiography, and magnetic resonance 

venography). When more time-intensive sequences are necessary, two-dimensional 

acquisitions can be obtained more quickly than volumetric acquisitions, reducing the 

likelihood of motion degradation (although limiting the number of planes in which the brain 

is evaluated). Scheduling the scan during nap time and having a quiet room for the parents to 

soothe the child prior to the study can also reduce motion artifact. Older children can be 

entertained and distracted with movies and music played in the scanner, allowing them to 

tolerate longer scans [8].

Motion correction

In certain circumstances patient motion is unavoidable, and sequences that either 

prospectively correct for motion or are less sensitive to motion artifact can be used. 

PROPELLER (periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced reconstruction) 
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and BLADE imaging, where k-space is sampled in a Cartesian fashion in multiple radially 

oriented blades, can reduce motion artifact at the expense of spatial resolution and increased 

scan time; radial acquisition of k-space can reduce motion artifacts and decrease scan time 

[9]. Both of these techniques are restricted by image blurring and other artifacts. Newer 

methods such as PROMO (prospective motion correction) can prospectively compensate 

some image degradation by monitoring the motion of the child during the scan [10].

Reducing scan time

Checking the images after each sequence can reduce scan time for certain indications if 

sequences are done in an order that maximizes the chance of acquiring the necessary 

information with the earlier sequences. It also allows a second (or third) attempt when the 

sequence has been degraded by motion. When a study is performed for new signs and 

symptoms, the exam can be ended as soon as the diagnosis is established, even if not all of 

the originally protocolled sequences are obtained. Other indications, such as brain tumor 

follow-up, require a set number of sequences and cannot be shortened by checking 

sequences mid-exam. Occasionally, unexpected findings (an abnormal blood vessel or an 

unexpected mass) require adding sequences (or an additional scan) for a full evaluation.

Numerous technical factors can be modified to reduce image acquisition time, but these 

modifications might produce artifacts or sacrifice image quality. Sequences should be 

shortened only after careful consideration of such consequences. If acquiring images with a 

rectangular field of view, one can reduce the duration of the phase-encoding gradient by 

making the shorter direction the phase-encoding direction. Again, 2-D acquisitions are 

usually acquired more quickly than volumetric acquisitions. However, 3-D acquisitions 

allow reconstruction in any plane and are, therefore, equivalent to acquiring 2-D images in 

multiple planes and can ultimately be faster in certain clinical scenarios. Techniques that 

under-sample k-space by taking advantage of k-space symmetry, such as SSFSE/HASTE, 

can also reduce acquisition time, albeit with decreased sensitivity for small lesions [11]. 

Likewise, spiral acquisition of k-space can reduce motion artifacts and decrease scan time 

but can result in image blurring [9]. Parallel imaging with high channel count phased-array 

coils can also be used reduce scan time while retaining sensitivity [12] or to increase 

sensitivity instead of reducing scan time.

In a child with known shunted hydrocephalus and clinical concern for shunt dysfunction, a 

rapid non-sedated MRI with only SSFSE images is sufficient to compare ventricular size to 

the prior scan [6]. It is insufficient to identify any but the most obvious parenchymal 

abnormalities [11], but new parenchymal findings are unlikely in this setting. In 

contradistinction, an infant with macrocephaly and concern for hitherto undiagnosed 

hydrocephalus would require a more complete scan (Table 2), likely with sedation, because 

other etiologies of macrocephaly must be ruled out and the cause of the presumed 

hydrocephalus must be elucidated. In this situation, a steady-state imaging sequence (CISS, 

FIESTA) may be useful to evaluate for causes of cerebrospinal fluid flow obstruction (e.g., 

aqueductal stenosis [13]) and volumetric T1- or T2-weighted sequences might be necessary 

to identify an underlying malformation, tumor or metabolic disease, all of which could 

account for macrocephaly. In a child with hydrocephalus known to be secondary to a tumor 
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or infection, a complete evaluation of the brain is always necessary when evaluating a 

change in clinical status to ensure the change is not from progression of the inciting 

pathology rather than simply worsening hydrocephalus.

Noise reduction

Noise is the most important modifiable determinant of the need for sedation in neonates and 

infants. Certain technical factors can reduce noise, including the use of diminished gradient 

slew rate and slow ramps for k-space readout [14], commonly used in combination with an 

ultrashort echo time (TE). Insulation of the inner bore of the magnet can further reduce the 

noise experienced by the child [15]. Inserting ear plugs and covering the ears with noise 

attenuators (Fig. 1) can reduce noise experienced by the child.

Special considerations in imaging neonates

The first-line method for minimizing neonatal motion during scans is the feed-and-swaddle 

technique; the second line is sedation using morphine or pentobarbital when feed and 

swaddle is unsuccessful. Successful feed and swaddle requires preparation and the scan time 

must be scheduled in advance, preferably coordinated with the neonate’s feeding schedule. 

Discussion with the parents and bedside nurse can help determine the ideal amount of time 

to allot for feeding, as the time required for a particular infant to feed determines how long 

before the scan the feeding should begin. Methods for soothing infants include frequent 

diaper changes, music and an oral sucrose solution. The bedside nurse and parents often 

know which works best for an individual infant.

One hour prior to scan, the infant should be partly wrapped in a blanket (inner layer), and a 

vacuum bean bag (outer layer), and given a head covering, swimmer’s ear plugs and ear 

muffs (Fig. 1). The neonate should be fitted with MRI-compatible ECG leads, an O2 

saturation probe, a temperature probe and intravenous tubing. The vacuum bean bag should 

be tightened immediately prior to transport to the scanner (Fig. 2), which is kept on hold for 

the child. Preparing the infant prior to leaving the unit significantly reduces time in the 

scanner and reduces the chance of waking the child in the MRI suite. Try feed and swaddle 

first for short scans, recognizing that the technique is usually less successful with increasing 

scan time and increasing age. Successful feed and swaddle depends on a dedicated and 

communicative team approach to scanning infants, involving the parents, technologists and 

nursing staff.

When attempting to scan neonates using feed and swaddle, noise reduction is crucial. Insert 

ear plugs and cover ears with noise attenuators, and perform the noisiest sequences at the 

end of the scan. Additional technical methods to reduce noise, as mentioned previously, 

include diminished gradient slew rate and slow ramps for k-space readout [14], and even 

insulation of the inner wall of the magnet’s bore [15]. Even the longer-duration neonatal 

encephalopathy protocol (Table 3), with its greater number of noisier sequences, can be 

performed with feed and swaddle; motion-degraded sequences are simply repeated until they 

are of diagnostic quality. In rare situations when severe motion degradation precludes a 

diagnostic examination, quick consultation with the ordering clinicians during the study to 
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develop a plan for a scan under sedation or repeat feed and swaddle scan can help minimize 

unproductive time in the scanner.

Special considerations in imaging infants

For infants 3 months and younger, the feed-and-swaddle method is useful for relatively short 

protocols, but with increasing age and scan time this technique is less successful. The next 

line for these younger infants is sedation with pentobarbital (1 mg/kg/dose) and morphine 

(0.05 mg/kg/dose). For infants older than 3–6 months, fast scans for hydrocephalus can still 

be done without sedation using a fast MRI protocol (Table 1). For higher-quality scans, such 

as those needed for tumor or refractory epilepsy (Table 4) with a high likelihood of 

subsequent surgery, general anesthesia with propofol is often necessary. In these cases, 

speed is secondary to the goal of acquiring high-quality diagnostic images in order to avoid 

the need for repeated anesthesia. The fundamental principles for maintaining high signal-to-

noise ratio include avoiding a (too) small field of view, (too) thin sections and (too) small 

voxels when possible. Thicker sections and larger voxels are completely adequate for 

infarcts, encephalopathy and large masses. Using a rectangular field of view can decrease 

imaging time while maintaining signal to noise. These protocol modifications can produce 

good image quality while minimizing sedation time; for any sedated scan, however, the 

overriding objective must be answering the clinical question. Other options (usually used for 

follow-up or research studies) include bringing the children in at night (a little past bedtime), 

having them fall asleep and then putting them in the scanner.

Special considerations in imaging young children

Young children, ages 1–5 years, are the most difficult to scan without sedation. The 

likelihood of success is greatest when the scan is coordinated with child’s biorhythms. A 

dedicated child life team can help reduce need for sedation in young children in some 

circumstances [16]. Schedule the scan at the child’s nap time, whenever possible, and have a 

quiet room for the parents to sooth the child before the scan, and perform the most quiet 

sequences first. Modifying technical parameters, as previously discussed, can help reduce 

scan time, but when the study indication requires fine anatomical detail, signal to noise 

cannot be sacrificed to reduce scan time. With 5- to 6-year-old children, who can sometimes 

stay still for about 20 min, scan for as long as the child is comfortable, give the child a 15- to 

30-min break (enough to perform a quick MRI such as for hearing loss), and then resume 

scanning. If higher-quality, longer scans are necessary given the study indication, general 

anesthesia is still required.

Special considerations in imaging of older children

Older children are more able to cooperate with an MRI exam, especially when the process is 

explained in advance and they have an idea of what to expect. An initial visit the day before 

the exam, or earlier on the day of the exam, and involvement of a dedicated child life team 

[16] can help make the experience less intimidating for the child and parents. Including the 

parents helps to reduce both the child’s and the parents’ anxiety. Using pictures, comics and 

videos to explain the test, and simulating the exam reduces the number of steps that are new 
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or frightening. A mock MRI scanner can be used to further familiarize the child with the 

imaging process on the day prior to the exam [17]. Children of these ages can be distracted 

during the scan with videos and music [8]. A treasure box with toys can provide positive 

reinforcement and give the child a sense of accomplishment. Again, reducing scan time and 

noise when possible is always beneficial, although this is less critical in this age group than 

in younger children.

Conclusion

Sedation for pediatric brain MRI is unavoidable in certain clinical and diagnostic scenarios, 

but given the growing concern regarding the risks of sedation, each case should be evaluated 

individually, with the goal of minimizing the use of sedation while still addressing the 

clinical indication. Neonates should be scanned without sedation if possible, using a 

combination of feed and swaddle, noise reduction and optimization of sequences to avoid 

motion. Infants can be scanned without sedation in some cases using feed and swaddle, but 

longer and more complex scans in older infants might require sedation. Young children (ages 

1–6 years) usually require sedation for studies other than rapid ventricle checks. Many older 

children can cooperate with MR scans without sedation when the process is explained in 

advance, when they have the opportunity to take a break during the exam, and when videos 

and music are available for entertainment. Tailoring each protocol to the clinical indication 

and study can both reduce the need for sedation and maximize the yield of sedated studies.
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Fig. 1. 
Photo shows a neonate wrapped in vacuum bean bag with noise attenuators in place, ready 

for transport to scanner suite
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Fig. 2. 
Photo shows a neonate on the scanner table immediately prior to commencing feed-and-

swaddle scan
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Table 1

Rapid brain protocol

Sequence Coverage Slice/gap (mm) Notes

Ax SSFSE WB 4/1

Cor SSFSE WB 4/1

Options

Ax DWI WB 3 T–2/0, 1.5 T–3/0 b=1,000, try PROPELLER if motion

Cor DWI WB 3 T–2/0, 1.5 T–3/0 b=1,000

Sag SSFSE WB 4/1

Ax axial, Cor coronal, DWI diffusion-weighted imaging, PROPELLER periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced 
reconstruction, Sag sagittal, SSFSE single-shot fast spin echo, T tesla, WB whole brain
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Table 2

Macrocephaly protocol

Sequence Coverage Slice/gap (mm) Notes

Sag T1 3-D WB 1/0 Reformat Ax/Cor 1.5/1.5 mm

Cor 3-D FLAIR CUBE WB 1.2/0 Reformat Ax/Sag 1.5/1.5 mm

Options

Ax T2 dual echo WB 4/2 If leukoencephalopathy, TR=3,000 ms, TE=60/120 ms

MRS 2-D CSI If leukoencephalopathy, 2-D box at level of BG to include posterior white matter

Gad 3-D T1 WB If new hydrocephalus, reformat Ax/Cor 1.5/1.5 mm

Ax axial, BG basal ganglia, Cor coronal, FLAIR fluid-attenuated inversion recovery, MRS magnetic resonance spectroscopy, Sag sagittal, TE echo 
time, TR repetition time, WB whole brain
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Table 3

Neonatal encephalopathy protocol

Sequence Coverage Slice/gap (mm) Notes

Ax DWI WB 3 T–2/0, 1.5 T–3/0 b=700

Sag 3-D T1 WB 1.5/0 Reformat Ax/Cor 1.5/1.5 mm

Ax T2 dual echo WB 4/2 TR=3,000 ms, TE=60/120 ms

Cor 3-D T2 WB Reformat Ax/Sag 1.5/1.5 mm

Ax 3-D ISI WB SWAN (GE), VEN BOLD (Philips), SWI (Siemens)
Reformat Ax 2/6 mm

Ax 3-D TOF MRA COW-C2 b=1,000

Cor MRV INHANCE WB Use correct venc

MRS SV BG, short and long TE BG TE=35 ms and TE=258 ms
Over BG/thalamus

Options

Ax T1 WB 4/1 If gad to be given, acquire pre-gad T1

Gad Ax T1 WB 4/1

Gad Cor T1 WB 4/1

Ax axial, BG basal ganglia, Cor coronal, COW circle of Willis, DWI diffusion-weighted imaging, Gad gadolinium, ISI iron-sensitive imaging, 
MRA magnetic resonance angiography, MRS magnetic resonance spectroscopy, MRV magnetic resonance venography, Sag sagittal, SV single 
voxel, SWAN T2-star weighted angiography, SWI susceptibility-weighted imaging, TE echo time, TR repetition time, VEN BOLD venous blood 
oxygen level dependent, WB whole brain
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Table 4

Pediatric seizure protocol

Sequence Coverage Slice/gap (mm) Notes

Sag T1 3-D WB 1/0 Reformat Ax/Cor 1.5/1.5 mm

Ax T2 single echo WB 4/2 Long TE, not CUBE

Cor 3-D FLAIR CUBE WB 1.2/0 Reformat Ax/Sag 1.5/1.5 mm

Cor 3-D T2 WB 1.5/0 Scan if child is 3–9 months
Reformat Ax/Sag 1.5/1.5 mm

Ax 3-D ISI WB 4/1 SWAN (GE), VEN BOLD (Philips), SWI (Siemens)

Ax & Cor DWI WB 3 T–2/0, 1.5 T–3/0 b=1,000

Options

Cor FMPIR T2
Cor

3/0 TI=120 ms
Temporal lobes

MRS 2-D CSI 2-D box at level of BG to include posterior white matter; check for 
developmental delay or suspected metabolic disorder

Ax T1 WB 4/1

Gad Ax T1 WB 4/1

Gad Cor T1 WB 4/1

Gad 3-D T1 WB Reformat Ax/Cor 1.5/1.5 mm for small lesions

Ax axial, BG basal ganglia, Cor coronal, DWI diffusion-weighted imaging, FLAIR fluid-attenuated inversion recovery, FMPIR fast multiplanar 
inversion recovery, Gad gadolinium, ISI iron-sensitive imaging, MRS magnetic resonance spectroscopy, Sag sagittal, SWAN T2-star weighted 
angiography, SWI susceptibility-weighted imaging, T tesla, TE echo time, TI inversion time, VEN BOLD venous blood oxygen level dependent, 
WB whole brain
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